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Introduction and Preliminaries

In a paper [1] on "Modeles finis" of the potential theory, Choquet and
Deny obtained the following interesting result. If a positive kernel on a
space of a finite number of points is non-degenerate and satisfies the weak
balayage (or equivalently domination) principle, then it satisfies the ordinary
balayage (domination) principle or the inverse balayage (domination) princi-
ple. In this paper we shall extend this result to a positive continuous (in
the extended sense) kernel on a locally compact Hausdorff space. Similar
extension was tried by Ninomiya [4] for positive continuous symmetric
kernels. His result states that if a positive symmetric kernel is of positive
[[negative resp.] type and satisfies the weak balayage principle, then it
satisfies the ordinary [inverse resp.] balayage principle.

Let Ω be a locally compact Hausdorff space and G be a positive continuous
(in the extended sense) kernel on Ω such that G(x,y) is finite at any point
x^y. Throughout this paper we assume that every compact subset of Ω is
separable1), and we shall use the same notations as in the author's paper pΓ].

First we define domination principles which we shall consider in this
paper.

(I) Weak domination principle. If Gβ<Gv on S/^wSv for β € G?0 and
v e sJft0? then the same inequality holds in Ω2\

(II) Ordinary domination principle (or simply, domination principle).
If the above inequality holds on Sβ, so it does in Ω.

(III) Inverse domination principle. If the above inequality holds on Sv,
so it does in Ω.

(IV) Elementary domination principle. If aG(x^ XI)<^G(XI, #2) with
α>0, then aG(z, %ι)<G(z, #2) for any point z in Ω.

(V) Elementary inverse domination principle. If aG(χ2, χι)<LG(xz, χ2)
with α>0, then aG(z, xι)<,G(z, #2) for any point z in Ω.

(VI) Strong elementary domination principle. If Gβ<GεXo on Sβ for
A6@o and XQ&SV, then Gβ<GεXQ in Ω.

1) All the results in this paper hold with a slight modification for positive continuous kernels
on Ω compact subsets of which are not necessarily separable (cf. Nakai Q3]).

2) 9#0 is the totality of positive measures with compact support and @0 is the totality of positive
measures in SQ?0 with finite energy.
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(VII) Strong elementary inverse domination principle. If G/*>Gε*o on
Sβ for βeΉJlo and xo$Sμ, then Gβ>GεXo in £.

The following implications are immediate consequences of the above
definitions :

Ordinary domination principle =^ weak domination principle.

Inverse domination principle =Φ> weak domination principle.

Ordinary domination principle =Φ strong elementary domination
principle =^ elementary domination principle.

Inverse domination principle =Φ strong elementary inverse
domination principle => elementary inverse domination principle.^

In the preceding paper [2~] we obtained the following results.

THEOREM 1. Assume that G and its adjoint kernel G satisfy the continuity
principle. Then G satisfies the ordinary domination principle if and only if
it satisfies the ordinary balayage principle, that is., for any β e TO0 and any
compact set K, there exists a positive measure /*', supported by K, such that

Gβr = Gβ G-p.p.p. on K,

Gβ' <Gβ in Ω.

THEOREM 2. Under the same assumptions as above., G satisfies the ordinary
domination principle if and only if its adjoint kernel G satisfies it.

THEOREM 3. Under the same assumptions as above, G satisfies the ordinary
domination principle if and only if it satisfies the strong elementary domina-
tion principle.

These theorems were obtained by using the following fundamental

existence theorem.

THEOREM 4. // G satisfies the continuity principle and u(x) is a positive
finite upper semi-continuous function on a compact set K, then there exists a
positive measure λ, supported by K, such that

G-p.p.p. on K,

Gλ<u on Sλ.

§ 1. Elementary domination principle

LEMMA 1.4) Let G satisfy the continuity principle and G satisfy the

3) The last two implications hold under the assumption that G (x, x) < + oo for any x.

4) Cf. Choquet-Deny Ql^, Lemme 3. The measure λ which they constructed does not necessarily

satisfy the condition: Gλ<GεXQ on S\.
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elementary domination principle. Then for any given compact set K and any
given point XQ $ K, there exists a point x\ in K such that

Gεx^/GεXQ = a constant in Ω,

or there exists a positive measure A, supported by Ky such that

Gλ>GεXQ G-p.p.p. on K,

Gλ<GεXo on Sλ,

Proof. Let us assume that Gεx/GεXQ^ any constant for any x € K. In
order to prove our lemma, it is sufficient to consider the case that G(x0, #0) is
finite. In fact, by the existence theorem (Theorem 4), there exists a positive
measure λ, supported by K, such that

Gλ>GεXQ G-p.p.p. on K,

Gλ<GεXo on Sλ.

Since G(x0, y) is finite and continuous at any point yφχ0, Gλ(xo) is finite
and hence this λ is what we want if G(x0, a0) = + °°

Now we put, for any point x e K,

_ GpEo, XQ)

τnx — 7^7 v .
G(XQ, X)

Then by the elementary domination principle,

(1) GεXQ (z)<mxGεx(z) for any z in Ω.

Suppose that there is a point xι e K such that

GεXQ (xι) = mXίGεXl (xι).

Then again by the elementary domination principle,

GεXo(z)>mXlGεXί(z) for any z in Ω.

Therefore by (1), GεXQ = mXlGεXl. This is excluded. Hence we have

(2) GεXQ(x)<mxGεx(x) for any x € K.
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Now by (1)

, XQ) f . , . GpKo, XQ)

~

where A is the measure mentioned above. Taking z on Sλ, we have

Gλ (XQ) < g,/ ' ^ x— 6'ε^o (2?) = Gr (α o, ΛO)

Here the equality does not hold, otherwise it holds that

Gλ (z) = GεXQ (z) for any z e Sλ,

and

(3) G(ΛO, *) - -ffi0 '*0^ Gfe Λ) -a.e. in ^ for any ^ e SA.
ϋ ^z, Λ Q;

Take an arbitrarily fixed point z on SΛ and a neighborhood ω of «. Then by
(3) there exists a point x in to for which the equality (3) holds. Hence making
to tend to z, we obtain that x converges to z and

Γ>f N Q O
G(x0, z) = -yγ- N G(z, z),

b\Z, XQ)

since G is continuous. This shows that GεXo(z) = mzGεz(z)9 which contradicts
(2). This completes the proof.

REMARK. Lemma 1 holds for a positive lower semi-continuous kernel G
if G(x, y) is locally bounded at any point (x, y) e Ω x Ω with x φy and G
satisfies the continuity principle.

COROLLARY. Let G satisfy the continuity principle and G satisfy the ele-
mentary domination principle. Then for any given compact set K and any
given point XQ $ K, there exists a positive measure λ, supported by K, such that

Gλ(x)>GεXQ(x) G-p.p.p. on K,

Gλ(x)<^GεXQ(x) on Sλ and at x0.

LEMMA 25). // G satisfies the weak domination principle, it satisfies the

5) This is essentially due to Ohtsuka (cf. Lemma 2.3 in [ΊΓ]).
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continuity principle.

Proof. Let Gβ be finite continuous as a function on the compact set Sβ
and XQ be a point of Sβ. We shall show that Gβ is continuous at x0 as a
function in Ω. We may assume that G(x0, χo) = + °° Let K be a compact
neighborhood of XQ. By Dini's theorem, there exists, for any ε>0, a compact
neighborhood ωε of XQ such that ω£ζK and Gβε<^ε on SA, where A£ is the
restriction of β to α>£. We put

Then for a fixed point xι in K—Sβ and for any ε>0

Gβε<εaQlG£Xl on ω£Γ\Sβ.

If G(#i, #ι) = H-oo, this inequality holds at #ι. When G(#ι, #ι) is finite, we
put

Then Λf(ε)->0, as ε-»0, since G(xQ, XQ)= + 00 and A({Λ;O}) = O. Evidently we
have

Gβ6<M(ε)GeXl on ωεr\Sβ and at #1.

Consequently in any case, the above inequality holds on Sβ€ \J {xι} with
Af(e)->0 as ε^O, and hence the inequality holds everywhere in Ω by the
weak domination principle. From this follows immediately the continuity at
XQ Of Gβ.

THEOREM 5. Let G satisfy the continuity principle. If G satisfies the
elementary domination principle and the weak domination principle, then G
satisfies the ordinary domination principle.

Proof. First we shall show that G satisfies the ordinary domination
principle. Let Gβ<βv on Sβ for β 6 @0 and v 6 2R0 We take a point XQ in
Ω — Sβ. Then by the corollary to Lemma 1, there exists a positive measure
λ, supported by Sβ, such that

GΛ>Gε*o G-p.p.p. on Sβ,

Gλ<GεXQ on Sλ and at XQ.

Then by the weak domination principle, Gλ<Gεx in Ω. Hence
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Gβ Oo) = I GεXQ dβ < I Gλdβ = I

< 1 Gvdλ = { Gλdv< ( GεXQdv = GV(XQ).

This proves that G satisfies the domination principle. Consequently G satisfies
the domination principle by Lemma 2 and Theorem 2.

§ 2. Inverse existence theorem

In this section we shall give an inverse existence theorem.

THEOREM 4'. Let G be a positive finite continuous kernel on Ω, and K be a
compact subset of Ω and u(x) be a positive finite continuous function on K.
Then there exists a positive measure λ, supported by K, such that

Gλ(x)<u(x) on K,

= u(x) on Sλ.

Proof. Without loss of generality we may suppose that u(x) = l on K.
Let M be a positive number such that

We put G'(x9 γ)=M—G(x, y) on KxK. Then G is a positive finite continuous
kernel on K. Hence by Theorem 4, there exists a positive measure λf, sup-
ported by K, such that

on K,

G'λ'(x) = l on Sλ'.

Consequently

\dλ'-

(dλ'-l = Gλ'

Therefore c = M\dλf — 1 is positive and λ = c~lλf is a positive measure what

Mdλ'-l^.Gλ' on K,

Λfdλ'-l = Gλ' on

we want.
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COROLLARY. Assume the same for G and K as above. If u(x) is a positive
finite lower semi-continuous function on K, then we have the same conclusion
as above.

REMARK. For a positive lower semi-continuous kernel G we can obtain
the following inverse existence theorem: if G satisfies the continuity principle
and u(χ) is a positive finite lower semi-continuous function on a compact set
K, then there exists a positive measure /I, supported by K, such that

on K,

>u G-p.p.p. on Sλ.

§ 3. Inverse domination principle

In this section we consider only positive finite continuous kernels on Ω.

By the inverse existence theorem we have

THEOREM Γ. A positive finite continuous kernel G satisfies the inverse
domination principle if and only if it satisfies the inverse balayage principle,
that is, for any β e 2JΪ0 and any compact set K, there exists βf, supported by
K, such that

Gβr = Gβ on K,

Gβf>Gβ in Ω.

THEOREM 2f. A positive finite continuous kernel G satisfies the inverse
domination principle if and only if G satisfies it.

THEOREM 3'. A positive finite continuous kernel G satisfies the inverse
domination principle if and only if it satisfies the strong elementary inverse
domination principle.

We omit the proof of these theorems (cf. [2], Chapter II).

LEMMA 1'. Let a positive finite continuous kernel G satisfy the elementary
inverse domination principle. Then for any compact set K and any point
XQ $ K, there exists a point xι in K such that

GeXl/GεXQ = a constant in Ω,

or there exists a positive measure λ, supported by K, such that

Gλ<GεXQ on K,
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GεXQ on Sλ,

This can be verified in the similar way by using the inverse existence
theorem.

COROLLARY. Let G satisfy the elementary inverse domination principle.
Then for any compact set K and any point XQ $ K, there exists a positive
measure λ, supported by K, such that

Gλ(x)<GεXQ(x) on K,

Gλ(x)^>GεXQ(x) on Sλ and at XQ.

From this corollary follows

THEOREM 5X. // a positive finite continuous kernel G satisfies the elemen-
tary inverse domination principle and the weak domination principle, then it
satisfies the inverse domination principle.

§ 4. First main theorem

Let G be a positive continuous (in the extended sense) kernel on Ω such
that G(x, y) is finite at any point xφy.

DEFINITION. If there exist different points xι and x2 such that

GεXl/GεX2 Ξ= a constant in $,

G is called degenerate. If G is not degenerate, it is called non-degenerate.

In this section we shall prove the following first main theorem.

THEOREM 6. Let G satisfy the continuity principle. If G is non-degenerate
and satisfies the weak domination principle, then it satisfies the ordinary
domination principle or the inverse domination principle.

To prove this we require several lemmas.

LEMMA 3.6) Let G satisfy the weak domination principle and G satisfy
the continuity principle. Then G satisfies the ordinary domination principle
if for any different points x and y,

6) This corresponds to the result of Ninomiya for symmetric kernels DQ.
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Γ(x, y) = G(x, x)G(y, y) - G(x, y)G(y, *

Proof. By Theorem 5, it is sufficient to show that G satisfies the ele-
mentary domination principle. Let GεXl(xι)<aGεX2(xι) with α>0. Then, being

*
50*1, X2)

Hence by the weak domination principle, GεXl(z)<^aGεX2(z) for any z € Ω. Thus
G satisfies the elementary domination principle and hence the ordinary
domination principle.

Similarly we have

LEMMA 3''. Let G be a positive finite continuous kernel and satisfy the
weak domination principle. If for any different points x and y, Γ(x, y)<0, G
satisfies the inverse domination principle.

LEMMA 47). Let G be a positive (finite or infinite-valued) kernel on a
space Ω = {x^ x2, x3}. If G is non-degenerate and satisfies the weak domination
principle, then it satisfies the ordinary domination principle or the inverse
domination principle.

Proof. We put ga = G(x^ xj) and Tij = Γ(xh Xj). Since G is non-degenerate
and satisfies the weak domination principle, TijφO for any Iφj. The proof
will be accomplished by virtue of Lemmas 3 and 3' when it will be shown
that there occur only two cases: 7*12, T23 and r31 are simultaneously positive
or negative.

First we consider the case that g ̂ 's are all finite, and we show that

(4) if Tij>0 (r,v<0 resp.),

— 1 > ^> ( — <C <C -- resp.

Suppose that r, />0. Then

Gεi(xi)= °t--Gεj(xi')

7) This is, in a certain sense, a special case of Choquεt-Deny's theorem for a positive kernel on
a space consisting of a finite number of points (cf. Theorem 4' in
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where e/ is the unit measure at x{. By these inequalities and the weak
domination principle we get

namely

giJ

Interchanging ί and /, we obtain

?*'• ̂  ga

Similarly we obtain that if f/y<0,

gil ^gki^gii*

Now we show that if Γi2>0, then T23>0 and r 3 ι>0. In fact, if
and r 3ι<0, then by (4)

and

which is a contradiction, since 7*12 >0 and the right-hand term is negative.
If r23>0 and r 3 ι<0, then

#31 g32

and

8) We can also derive (4) as follows : for any finite real numbers ti and

since G satisfies the weak domination principle. From this implication follows immediately (4).
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33?

# 3 2 #31

which is a contradiction, since Γi2>0 and the right-hand term is non-positive
by (4). Similarly /23<0 and r 3 ι>0 lead to a contradiction. Consequently if
ri2>0, then Ϊ23 and r 3 i are positive and hence rΊ2, r23 and r3ι are simultane-
ously positive or negative.

Next we consider the case that some # ί t 's are infinite. In this case it is
sufficient to consider the case that only one of them, say #n, is infinite, since
otherwise r/y>0 for any ί=f=j and hence G satisfies the ordinary domination
principle. Similarly as we derived (4), we obtain

(5)
gu

If r 2 3 <0, then

g22
—

where the last inequality follows from (5). This yields

#31 #32
# 3 3 ,

which contradicts (5). Consequently r23 > 0 and G satisfies the ordinary
domination principle by Lemma 3. This completes the proof.

REMARK. When G is finite-valued and non-degenerate and satisfies the
weak domination principle, the determinant A of the matrix

#12 #13 \

#22 #23 j

#32 #33 /

is positive9). In fact, if 7Ί2, 7*23 and r 3 i are positive,

A = #13 (#21#32 — #22#3l) + #23 (#12#31 ~ #11#32) + #33 (#11#22 ~ #12#2l)

> -g—£— (#21#32 -#22#3l) + ^ (#12#31 ~ #11#32) + #33 (#11#22 ~ #12#2l)
#32 #31

9) Consequently the non-degeneracy of this kernel G is equivalent to the one of Choquet-Deny
(namely Δ^O). In general, it is verified that with respect to a positive finite-valued kernel G on a
space consisting of a finite number of points, the non-degeneracy in our sense is equivalent to the one
of Choquet-Deny provided that G satisfies the weak domination principle.
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— g22g3l) (gl2g3l ~ gΊl#
g3lg32

Consequently if Δ = 0 and g\2gzι=/=gι\g$2τ then

g2lg32 = g22g3l

Hence g22g33=g2sg32, which contradicts r 2 3 >0. If Δ = 0 and

then gl3g32=gl2g33 Or g2lgZ2=g22g3l HβttCβ gllg33=gl3g3l OΓ gng22=gl2g21,

which is also a contradiction. Therefore Δ>0. When 7Ί2, r23, 7Ί3 are negative,
similar computations show that Δ>0.

When G is not necessarily finite-valued, we put

GN(xi9 Xj) = min (G(xh xj\ N}.

Then for any sufficiently large TV, the determinant ΔN of the matrix corre-
sponding to GN is positive.

COROLLARY 1. Let a positive continuous (in the extented sense) kernel G be
non-degenerate and satisfy the weak domination principle. If there exist
different points xι and x2 such that Γ(xί9 #2)>0, then for any different points
x and y, Γ(x,y)>0.

Proof. It is sufficient to show that Γ(xί9 # 3)>0 for any point x3. Let G'
be the restriction of G to Ωr = {xι, x2, xs} . Then G' is non-degenerate and
satisfies the weak domination principle. Hence by Lemma 4, G' satisfies the
ordinary domination principle or the inverse domination principle. Since
Γ(χι, #2)>0, G satisfies the ordinary domination principle and hence Γ(xι, *3)

COROLLARY 2. Let a positive finite continuous kernel G be non-degenerate
and satisfy the weak domination principle. If there exist different points xι
and x2 such that Γ(x^ #2)<0, then for any different points x and y, Γ(x, y)<0.

Now we have

THEOREM 7. Let a positive finite continuous kernel G be non-degenerate
and satisfy the weak domination principle. Then G satisfies the ordinary
domination principle or the inverse domination principle.

Proof. Take arbitrary different points xι and x2. Then Γ(xί9

since G is non-degenerate and satisfies the weak domination principle. If
Γ(χι, #2)>0, then G satisfies the ordinary -domination principle by Lemma 3
and Corollary 1 to Lemma 4. If Γ(xί9 #2)<0, G satisfies the inverse domination
principle by Lemma 3' and Corollary 2 to Lemma 4.
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THEOREM 810). Let G satisfy the continuity principle and let G satisfy the
weak domination principle. If G is non-degenerate and there exists a point ΛI
such that G(Λ?I, χ\) = + CO, then G satisfies the ordinary domination principle.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3 and Corollary 1
to Lemma 4, since Γ(x^ # 2)>0 for any point x2.

Our first main theorem (Theorem 6) follows now from Theorems 7 and 8.

REMARK. Noting that in the proof of Lemma 4 the non-degeneracy of G

is effective in the form that Γ(x, y)φ§ for any xΦy in Ω, we obtain

THEOREM 6'. Let G satisfy the continuity principle. If G satisfies the
weak domination principle and G is non-degenerate, G satisfies the ordinary
domination principle or the inverse domination principle.

THEOREM 8'. Let G satisfy the continuity principle and let G satisfy the
weak domination principle. If G is non-degenerate and there exists a point x\
such that G(XI, x\)= + °o5 then G satisfies the ordinary domination principle.

§ 5. Second main theorem

By Theorem 6 we obtain our second main theorem which is concerned
with the weak balayage principle.

(VIII) Weak balayage principle. For any positive measure β e TO0 and
any compact set K, there exists a positive measure β ', supported by K, such
that

Gβ' = Gβ G-p.p.p. on K.

THEOREM 9. Let G be a positive continuous (in the extended sense) kernel
such that G satisfies the continuity principle11^ and G or G is non-degenerate.
Assume that every open set ωζΩ is of positive G-capacityl2\ If G satisfies the
weak balayage principle, it satisfies the ordinary balayage principle or the
inverse balayage principle.

Proof. First we consider the case that G(#, x)< + co for any x e Ω and
hence G is a finite continuous kernel. We suppose that Gβ<£v on K—Sβ\JS^
with β and v in 3K0, and we take an arbitrary point x0 in Ω— K. By the weak
balayage principle, there exists λ € 9Ή0 such that

10) This is sharper than a result obtained in Q2J (cf. Theorem II. 13).

11) Notice that we assume the continuity principle for G but not for G.

12) This means that for any open set ω(^Ω there exists a positive measure λ=£0 in @0 such that
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Gλ = GεQ on K,

SλCK,

where ε0 is the unit measure at x0. Then

= ( Gε0dβ = ( Gλdβ = ( Gβdλ < \ Gvdλ

= \ Gλdv = \ Gε0dv =

Consequently G satisfies the weak domination principle. Therefore G and

hence G satisfy the ordinary domination principle or the inverse domination

principle by Theorem 7.

Next we consider the case that there exists a point x 6 Ω such that

G(x', *') = + °° We shall show that

(*) if Gβ<Gε0 on Sβ\J {XQ} with β e @0 and XQ $ Sβ,

then the same inequality holds everywhere in Ω.
Let us take a point xι in Ω — (Sβ\J {#0}) It is sufficient to show

Gε0(xι). When G(xQ, XQ) is finite, we can show the inequality similarly as
above. Therefore we suppose that G(x0, XQ) = + oo. Then there exists a
compact neighborhood K of x0 such that

Gβ<Gε0 on K.

Let λ be a weakly balayaged measure of εXl on Sβ\JK, i.e.,

Gλ = GεXί G-p.p.p. on

Then GAC^^Ge^jC^o). In fact, if Gλ(xo)>GεXl(xo), there exists an open set
ωζK such that Gλ>GεXι in o>. This is a contradiction, since by our assump-
tion ω is of positive G-capacity. Therefore

Gβ (xι)=[ GεXί dβ = ( Gλdβ = I Gβ dλ

Gε0dλ = Gλ(Xo)<GεXl (Xo) = GεQ(Xl).

This proves the implication (*)13). By this implication and Corollary 1 to

13) Hence G satisfies the continuity principle (cf. Lemma 2).
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Lemma 4, it is seen that Γ(x> y) is positive for any xφ y in Ω, since Γ(x', y) —
+ co5 where x is a point such that G(V, #') = + 00. Consequently G satisfies
the elementary domination principle.

Now we shall show that G satisfies the ordinary domination principle.
Let Gβ<Gv be true on Sβ for β € G?0 and v c 9K0, and take a point #0 in Ω~Sβ.
Then by the corollary to Lemma 1, there exists a positive measure r, supported
by Sβ, such that

Gr>Gε 0 G-p.p.p. on SA,

Gr <Gε 0 on Sr and at #0-

Then by (*)

Gr<Gε 0 in Ω

and hence

Gr = Gε0 G-p.p.p. on SA.

Therefore

Gβ (XQ) = I Gε0 dv = f GrrfA = I G r̂fr < I

= I Grdv< I G ε 0 ^ =

This shows that G satisfies the ordinary domination principle. Consequently
G satisfies the ordinary balayage principle by Theorem 1.

REMARK. Theorem 9 is not valid unless it is assumed that every open
set is of positive G-capacity. In fact, a non-degenerate and non-symmetric
kernel G defined by

with Q<g32<g3i<g2s<gΪ3< + °°? satisfies the weak balayage principle but
not the ordinary balayage principle nor the inverse balayage principle.

Now we consider a weaker principle than the weak balayage principle.
(IX) Elementary weak balayage principle1^. For any compact set K and

any point x0 $ K, there exists a positive measure Λ, supported by K, such that

14) This is, in a certain sense, a special case of the light sweeping-out principle of Ohtsuka
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Gλ = Gεo G-p.p.p. on K.

THEOREM 9'. Let G be a positive continuous (in the extended sense) kernel
such that G satisfies the continuity principle and G or G is non-degenerate, and
let every open set ω C Ω be of positive G-capacity. If G satisfies the elementary
weak balayage principle, then it satisfies the ordinary balayage principle or the
inverse balayage principle.

This is verified by the proof of Theorem 9, where we used a weakly
balayaged measure of a point-mass.

By Theorem 9 we obtain immediately

THEOREM 10. Under the same assumption as in Theorem 9, G satisfies the
weak balayage principle if and only if it satisfies the weak domination
principle.

THEOREM 11. Under the same assumption as above, G satisfies the ordinary
balayage principle if it satisfies the (elementary) weak balayage principle and
if there exists a point x\ such that G(XI, xι) — -\- °o.

REMARK 1. Let G be symmetric. Then all the theorems in this paper are
true without assuming the continuity principle for G, since the existence
theorem is, as well-known, true without the continuity principle. Let us
remark that if this kernel G is of positive (negative resp.) type satisfying the
weak domination principle, then it satisfies the ordinary (inverse resp.)
domination principle. In fact, if G is of positive (negative resp.) type,

Γ(x,y)>0 «0resp . )

for any xΦy in Ω. Therefore by Lemma 3 (Lemma 3' resp.), G satisfies the
ordinary (inverse resp.) domination principle. Similar fact holds concerning
the weak balayage principle.

REMARK 2. We say that a positive continuous (not necessarily symmetric)
kernel G satisfies the weak equilibrium principle when for any compact set
KCΩ, there exists a positive measure β, supported by K, such that

Gβ = 1 G-p.p.p. on K.

It seems natural to ask whether the analogue to Theorem 9 is valid concern-
ing the weak equilibrium principle. However the answer is negative, in
general. In fact, a symmetric kernel G defined by the matrix,

2

1

1
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is non-degenerate and satisfies the weak equilibrium principle, but it does
not satisfy the ordinary equilibrium principle nor the inverse equilibrium
principle. This example also gives an affirmative answer to the question
raised by Ninomiya [jQ: Is there a positive symmetric kernel satisfying the
weak equilibrium principle which is not of positive type nor of negative
type?
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